
INNOVCABLE EXTREME FIRE RESISTANT POWER -
IEC60331 - 0,6/1KV

1 -) Conductor: bare copper wires twisted in layers, class 2 - NM-280.
2 -) Fire Barrier: Fire resistant mineral ceramic. IEC 60331
3 -) Insulation: Special cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) 90ºC
Insulation colour:
1 conductor: Natural.
2 conductors: Natural and Black.
3 conductors: Natural, Black and Red.
4 conductors: Natural, Black, Red and Green.
4 -) Special Polyester Tape
5 -) Outer jacket: LSZH compound, low smoke emission and halogen free, orange colour.

- Voltage test: 3.5KV

Identification

INNOVCABLE EXTREME FIRE RESISTANT POWER - IEC 60331 - _ x _mm² _0,6/1KV - 90ºC -
OF XXXX: YEAR

Applicable Specifications



Construction: IEC 60228

Construction: IEC 60502-1

Flame propagation: IEC 60332-1

Flame propagation: IEC 60332-3 Categories A, B, C

Circuit Integrity: BS 6387 Categories C, W, Z

Circuit Integrity: IEC 60331 at 750ºC for 3 hours

Acid gas emission: IEC 60754-2

Smoke Emission: IEC 61034

Applications

Extreme Fire Resistant Cables, are designed for exceptional flame performance. Tested
according to IEC 60331, these cables withstand flames of 750ºC for at least 180 minutes
without short circuits and with continuity integrity (0.25mA). Cables that protect lives and
assets at the highest degree of innovation and technology. They are successfully used in
many applications such as foundries, steel plants, glass production, chemical industry, in
the military field, among others, also used in areas where, in case of fire, all kinds of vital
equipment need to remain operational. The excellent fire performance of the cable allows
extra time for equipment to be saved or shut down, thus limiting unnecessary damage. It
also has obvious advantages over high temperature cable types. With a life cycle that is 5
times longer than other high temperature cables the replacement of these cables is less
frequent. This offers considerable cost savings along with reduced threat of degradation



situations and loss of production. They contain no asbestos and are unable to propagate
fire. Are flame retardant and highly temperature resistant. Low installation and running
costs.
Due to extreme high temperature performance, experience has shown that they can often
be installed completely exposed. This makes installation quicker and means that the cable
can be easily inspected, so that damage can be easily found.
Use and specify INNOVCABLE EXTREME FIRE RESISTANT - IEC 60331 cables in your
project.

Maximum Conductor Temperature

+ 90ºC, for circuit voltages (U) not exceeding 1200 volts.

Notes

Unipolar cables are all in round format.
Multiple 2, 3 and 4 conductor cables up to 50,0mm² are constructed in round format, above
this gauge they are constructed in flat format.

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS CAN BE MANUFACTURED ON REQUEST:
1- Tinned copper conductor.
Stranding class 1, 4 or 5.
2- Vein insulation material / other temperatures.

Innovcable reserves the right to modify this catalogue without prior notice.










